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QUESTION 1

What is one difference between HPE Proactive Care and HPE Proactive Care Advanced? 

A. HPE Proactive Care Advanced includes a local, assigned account support manager. 

B. HPE Proactive Care Advanced provides problem resolution services including 24x7 monitoring. 

C. HPE Proactive Care Advanced includes firmware and patch analysis. 

D. HPE Proactive Care Advanced provides scans and tailored reports on the customer\\'s environment. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.data3.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Proactive-Care-versus-Foundationcare.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

How does HPE Smart Rate technology benefit your customers? 

A. It provides real-time port statistics and utilization so customers can determine if the device connected to the port
requires additional bandwidth. 

B. It autosenses the amount of power a device needs on a Power over Ethernet Plus (PoE+) port. 

C. It allows customers to use their existing cabling, which traditionally supports speeds up to 1 Gbps, to achieve higher
speeds. 

D. It auto-negotiates port capabilities such as one-way or two-way traffic between the device and the port. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are explaining the HPE SimpliVity HyperGuarantee to a customer. How can you describe the Hyper Protected part
of this guarantee? 

A. HPE SimpliVity is protected against hardware defects, ensuring customers receive replacement parts within 1
business day. 

B. Customers can quickly back up or restore large amounts of data, such as 1 TB virtual machine in less than one
minute. 

C. Customers receive a one-year subscription of malware detection software when purchasing HPE SimpliVity. 

D. HPE SimpliVity includes a stateful firewall, which enables policy-based management. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.hpe.com/emea_europe/en/integrated-systems/simplivity-guarantee.html 
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QUESTION 4

How do a company\\'s IT requirements change when implementing a hyperconverged solution? 

A. IT specialists are needed to manage the storage, server, and networking components. 

B. IT has a suite of tools to plan and optimize the storage and server components. 

C. An IT generalist can manage the entire hyperconverged solution. 

D. IT can maintain their server and storage siloes while reducing the time it takes to manage them. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What benefit does the Aruba AppRF feature provide your customers? 

A. It dynamically adjusts the radio power to reduce interference in high-density AP environments. 

B. It connects clients to the best available AP, eliminating issues caused by clients that stick to an AP even if the signal
strength is weak. 

C. It inspects wireless traffic to monitor how applications are used and to give priority to business-critical applications. 

D. It improves wireless performance by moving AP radios to channels that are not experiencing RF interference. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/ArubaNetworks/emea-airheads-aruba-apprf-aos-6x-8x 
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